
Stepping Towards Blue 

 

Piles of mashed potato clouds hover over shattered columns 

Someone’s God whispering what are you waiting for? 

Postmodern folk peep through chain link, phones up like Lady Liberty’s torch 

Snapping shots or video of yellow Deere dinosaurs gnawing on building bones 

Soon only chunks of sheetrock, stucco, window trim, glass shards, wire curlicues 

Somewhere surely a few faded hall passes, hardened gum wads, forgotten essays 

 

In the end, change wears jagged edges. After the basic demolition 

The stunted front stairs are what remain of the school’s structure 

Steps leading to blue. A portal to cloud canyon, dreamland, the hereafter 

We are lazy with analogies, may compare the demolished high school 

to a battlefield, though the only battles transpiring here are cultural 

Socio-political debates over taxes, development, the unfurling inevitable 

 

Step up. Rise over run. Point slope formula. 

The math formula every teen is supposed to learn. 

Climb, enter, descend, depart, reach change, breaking planes 

Misstate the obvious, fall somewhere different. 

 

Such staircases encapsulate entry to the binary world 

Inside, outside, up, down, naive, mature, left, right 

Adolescents slouch striding toward change no wall collapse can erase 

The yellow machines continue moving earth, rearranging matter 

Thump, whish, rumble, clatter, thump, whish, rumble, clatter, thump 

It is easier to destroy than to create, easier to complain than envision 

 

Every time I see one customer in the neighborhood, I ask how he’s doing 

He eyes construction on two sides, shrugs. What do you think? 

Yellow plastic ribbon speaks warnings in all directions. 

For weeks, a stunted stairway leads only to blue sky 

One day the steps are gone, the space now dirt seemingly plowed 

As if a crop has been planted to nourish the world. Rise. Run. 
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